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Introduction


Presenting completely the nature and
characteristics of a modern day computer is
challenging:
◦ Tremendous variety of Products

 Technology used, Performance, Size, Application, Cost

◦ Pace of change

 These changes cover all aspects of computer Technology
from underlying integrated circuit technology used to
construct computer components to the increasing use
of parallel organization concepts in combining those
components



Inspite of variety and pace of change, certain
fundamental concepts apply consistently
throughout

IT Industry


Computers are product of the incredibly vibrant I.T industry,
all aspects of which have contributed 8% to the India’s GDP
in the year 2013. This contribution rose to approximately
9.5% in year 2015, while it was only 1.2% in year 1998

www. Statista.com
www.ibef.org
www. Ict4dblog.wordpress.com
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Growing Market Size


IT industry is estimated to have generated US $ 146 billion in
revenue during FY 2015 compared to US $ 118 billion in FY
2014 implying the growth rate of 23.72%
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IT JOB Preference


Availability of skilled English speaking workforce has been a major reason behind India’s
emergence as a global outsourcing hub



During FY08-15 number of graduates addition to talent pool in India grew at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate(CAGR) of 9.4 per cent



India added around 5.8 million graduates to the talent pool during FY15



Growing talent pool of India has the ability to drive the R&D and innovation business in
the IT-BPM (Business Process Management) space

Application









IT Industry embraces innovation at breath taking rate. In last 25
years there has been a number of new computers whose
introduction appeared to revolutionize the computer industry .
This race to innovate has led to unprecedented progress since the
inception of electronic computing in the late 1940s
Computers have led to a third revolution for civilization, with
information revolution taking place alongside the agricultural and
industrial revolution.
Each time computing improves, the opportunities of computers
multiply. Applications that were economically infeasible suddenly
become practical.
In recent past the following applications were science fiction
◦ Computers in Automobiles, Cellphones, Human Genome Project, www,
etc.



Advances in the field of computer Science and IT now affect almost
every aspect of our society.

Structure and Function of
Computer System



Structure: Components and their interconnection
Functions: the operation of each individual component as part
of the structure.
Operating Environment
(Source and Destination of Data)

Basic Functions that a computer Performs:
Data
Movement
Apparatus

Data Processing
Data Storage
Data Movement
Control

Data
Storage
Facility

Control
Mechanism

Data
Processing
Facility

Structure


The hardware of the computer is usually divided into three major parts.
The CPU contains ALU for manipulating data, a number of registers for
storing data and control circuits for fetching and executing instructions
RAM
CPU

Cache

Registers

ALU

Control Unit

Input
Devices

I/O System

Out put
Devices

Basic Structure of Computer


CPU performs data processing function, I/O moves data between
computer and external environment. Memory stores data. In addition to
these there is system interconnection, a mechanism that provides for
communication among CPU, main memory and I/O e.g., System Bus

History [1]


First
Generation

Vacuum Tube ERA

◦

First general Purpose electronic digital computer called ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Computer) was designed and constructed at the University of Pennsylvania in 1943 -1946. Weighting 30 tons,
occupying 1500 sq feet of floor space and containing more than 18000 vacuum tubes. When operating, it
consumed 140 Kwatts of power, capable of 5000 additions per second.

◦

ENIAC was a decimal rather than binary machine. It had 20 registers. It was disassembled in 1955.

◦

The Stored- program concept, is also attributed to the ENIAC designers, most notably the mathematician
John Von Neumann, who was a consultant an the ENIAC Project

◦

It was in 1945 when Von Neuman proposed stored program concept, for new computer, the EDVAC
(Electronic Discrete Variable Computer)

◦

In 1946, Von Neumann began the design of new stored program computer, referred to as IAS computer at
Princeton Institute. IAS completed in 1952, is the prototype of all subsequent general purpose computers

◦

1947: Eckert and Mauchly designed UNIVAC I (Universal Automatic Computer)--- matrix algebric computation,
statistical problems, Billing for LIC

◦
◦
◦

1950: Birth of Computer Industry with two companies Sperry and IBM dominating market place
1950: UNIVAC II, UNIVAC 1100, UNIVAC 1103
1953: IBM delivered 701 and 702, intended for scientific calculations

History [2]


Second
Generation

Era of Transistors
◦
◦
◦
◦

Replacement of Vacuum tube by transistor.
Introduction of more complex ALUs
Use of high level programming languages
Provision of system software with computer
 Provided the ability to load programs
 Move data to peripherals
 Libraries to perform common computations

◦ 1957: DEC (Digtal Equipment Corporation) was founded and
delivered PDP-1
◦ 1964: IBM came with 7000 series

IBM Product Line evolution
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History [3]


Third
Generation

Integrated Circuits
◦ In 1958 came the achievement that
revolutionized electronics and started the era
of micro electronics: the invention of Integrated
circuits.
◦ 1964: IBM System/360, PDP-8 from DEC a mini
computer
◦ Initially only few gates or memory cells could be
reliably manufactured and packaged together.
 SSI

https://ourworldindata.org/technological-progress/

Moors Law


Gordan Moore, CoFounder of Intel in 1965
observed that the number of transistors that could
be put on a single chip was doubling every year and
predicted that this pace would continue into the
near future. The pace continues year after year and
decade after decade. The pace slowed down to
doubling every 18 month in 1970s but has sustained
that rate ever since.



Now it is said that Moor’s Law is dead. ---
Multicore from Intel

Later Generations
Generation

Date

Technology

Typical Speed
(op/sec)

1

1946 – 57

Vacuum Tubes

40,000

2

58-64

Transistor

200,000

3

65-71

SSI/MSI

1,000,000

4

72-77

LSI

10,000,000

5

78-91

VLSI

100,000,000

6

91 ----

ULSI

1,000,000,000



LSI: More than 1000 components can be placed on single IC chip



VLSI achieved more than 10000 components per chip



ULSI chip can contain more than billion components.

Evolution of Microprocessors


1971: Intel achieved a breakthrough and placed all the components of a CPU on a
single chip and the Microprocessor was Born. The chip was named 4004. It could
add two 4 bit numbers and could multiply only by repeated addition

Year

Bus Width: No. of bits that can be brought into and sent out of processor at a time

1974

Intel 8080

First 8-bit processor, General purpose, Richer instruction set, large
addressing capability

1978

8086/ 8088

16 –bit microprocesor

1981

Bell and HP developed 32-bit single chip microprocessor

1985

Intel 80386

32-bit

1991

80486

32-bit

1993

Pentium

32 bit

1997

Pentium II

64 bit

1999

Pentium III

64 bit

2000

Pentium 4

64 bit

2006

Core 2 Duo 64 bit

2011

Core i7

64 bit

Organization & Architecture


Architecture: Computer Architecture refers to those attributes of a system visible to a
programmer or, put another way, those attributes that have direct impact on the logical
execution of a program.



Organization: Computer Organization refers to the operational units and their
interconnections that realize the architectural specifications.



Examples of architectural attributes include the instruction set, the number of bits used to
represent various data types (e.g., number, character), I/O mechanisms and techniques for
addressing memory.



Organizational attributes include those hardware details transparent to the programmer,
such as control signals, interfaces between the computer and peripherals and memory
technology used.



For example, it is an architectural design issue whether a computer will have a multiply
instruction. It is an organizational issue whether that instruction will be implemented by a
special multiply unit or by a mechanism that makes repeated use of the add unit of the
system. The organizational decision may be based on the anticipated frequency of use of the
multiply instruction, the relative speed of the two approaches, and the cost and physical size
of a special multiply unit.

W. Stallings, Computer Organization and Architecture
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Performance C1 = 1/ Execution TimeC1

Performance Assessment


When we say one computer has better performance than
another what do we mean?



If we run a program on two different computers, we would say
that the faster one is the computer that gets the job done first.



If we were running a data-centre that had several computers
running jobs submitted by many users, we would say that the
faster computer was one that completed the most jobs during a
day



As an individual computer user, we are interested in reducing
response time – the time between the start and completion of
task.Also referred to as execution time



Data Centre managers are often interested in increasing
throughput, the total amount of work done in a given time



Here we will concentrate only on Response time/
Execution time

Response
Time
Throughput

Measuring Performance
 Response Time or execution time is the
total elapsed time to complete a task,
including disk accesses, memory accesses,
I/O, OS Overhead etc in addition to CPUTime.


Here we will concentrate only on CPU-Time to
measure performance

CPU Execution Time
=
For a program

CPU Clock Cycles
For a program

X

Clock Cycle time

Alterna
tively
CPU Execution Time
=
For a program

CPU Clock Cycles
For a program

/

Clock rate

 The above formulas makes it clear that the Hardware designer can

improve performance by reducing the number of clocks required for a
program or the length of clock cycles

Instruction Performance
The computer has to execute the instructions to run a
program, the execution time must depend on the number of
instructions in a program.
 One way to think about execution time is that it equals the
number of instructions executed multiplied by the average
time per instruction.
 Therefore number of clock cycles required for a program
can be written as:


CPU Clock Cycles

=

Instructions for a
program

CPI Provides one way of
comparing two different
implementations of same
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)

X

Average Clock
Cycles per instruction
(CPI)

Measuring Performance
CPU Time = Instruction Count X

CPI

Clock Cycle time

X

Alterna
tively

CPU Time



= Instruction Count X

CPI

/

Clock rate

Exercise 1: A program runs in 10 seconds on a computer
which has 2 GHz clock. We are trying to help computer
designer build a computer B, which will run this program in 6
seconds. The designer has determined that a substantial
increase in the clock rate is possible, but this increase will
affect the rest of the CPU design, causing computer B to
require 1.2 times as many clock cycles as computer A for this
program. What clock rate should we tell designer to target?

Computer A
Program runs in 10 seconds
Clock rate = 2 GHz = 2x 109 cycles/sec
Number of cycles
required to run a program = 10 x2 x 109 cycles = 20 x 1010 cycles

Computer B
Program runs in 6 seconds
Requires 1.2 times as many clock cycles as computer A for this program
Clock rate = ?
Number of cycles required = 1.2 x (2x 210) = 2.4 x 210 cycles
2.4 x 210 cycles need to be completed in 6 seconds
Therefore, number of cycles in one second = (2.4 x 210 )/ 6 cycles/ sec = 4 x 109 = 4 Ghz
Therefore, to run a program in 6 seconds, computer B must have twice the clock rate of
computer A

Exercise 2:


Suppose we have two implementations of the same
ISA. Computer A has a clock cycle time of 250 ps and
CPI of 2.0 for some program and computer B has a
clock cycle time of 500 ps and CPI of 1.2 for the
same program. Which computer is faster for this
program and by how much?

Computer B
Computer A
Clock cycle time = 500 ps
Clock cycle time = 250 ps
CPI = 1.2
CPI =2.0
We know each computer executes same number of instructions Ic
Therefore, CPU Clock cycles A = Ic x 2
CPU Clock cycles B = 1.2 x Ic
CPU time for A = CPU clock cycles X clock cycle time
= 2Ic x 250 ps = 500 Ic ps
CPU time for B = CPU clock cycles x clock cycle time
= 1.2 Ic x 500 ps = 1.2 x (500 Ic ps)
= 1.2 x (CPU time for A)
Therefore, computer A is 1.2 times faster then B

Exercise 3




A compiler designer is trying to decide between two code
sequences for a particular computer. The hardware designer
have supplied the following facts:
Instruction Types

A

B

C

CPI

1

2

3

For a particular high level language statement, the compiler
writer is considering two code sequences that require following
instruction counts

Instruction Type

A

B

C

Instruction Count for Sequence 1

2

1

2

Instruction Count for Sequence 2

4

1

1

Which code sequence executes the most instructions?
 Which will be the faster?
 What is the CPI for each sequence?


a) Sequence 1 executes 2+ 1+ 2 = 5 instructions
Sequence 2 executes 4 + 1 + 1 =6 instructions
b) Total Number of clock cycles for each sequence = ∑ CPIi x Ii for i =1 to n
CPU clock cycles for Seq 1 = (2x1) + (1x2) + (2x3)= 10 cycles
CPU clock cycles for seq 2 = (4x1) + (1x2) + (1x3) = 9 cycles
Therefore, code sequence 2 is faster even though it executes one extra instruction
c) CPI = CPU clock cycles / Instruction Count
CPI 1 = 10/5 = 2.0

CPI2 = 9/6 = 1.5

MIPS
A common measure of performance is
the rate at which instructions are
executed, expressed as million
instructions per second (MIPS) referred
to as MIPS rate
MIPS rate = Ic / (T x 106)
where T = Ic x CPI x Ť Clock rate
Clock time
Ť = 1/f
Therefore, MIPS rate = f/ (CPI x 106)


Exercise 4
Consider a program that results in the execution of two million instructions
on a 400 MHz processor. The program consists of four types of instructions
Instruction Type
| CPI
| Instruction Mix %
Arithmetic & Logic
| 1
| 60
Load/ Store
| 2
| 18
Branch
| 4
| 12
Memory Ref
| 8
| 10
 What is the performance in MIPS?


Ic = 2x 10 6
F=400 MHz = 400 x 10 6 cycles/sec = 4x 10 8 cycles/sec
MIPS rate = Ic / (T x 106) = f / CPI x 106
CPI = ?
CPI = (.6 x1) + (.18 x2) + (.12 x 4) + (.10 x 8) = 2.24
T = Ic x CPI x Ť, Ť = 1/f
MIPS = 1 / CPI x (1/f) x 10 6 = f/ CPI x 10 6 = 400 x 10 6/ 2.24 x 10 6 = 178

MFLOPS
Deals only with floating point
instructions.
 Common in many scientific and game
calculations
 Expressed as million of floating point
operations per second (MFLOPS)


MFLOPS =

Number
of executed floating point operations in program
__________________________________________
Execution time x 10 6

Amdahl’s Law [1]
Proposed by Gene Amdahl.
 Deals with the potential speedup of a program using multiple processors
compared to a single processor.
 Consider a program running on a single processor such that a fraction (1-f) of
execution time involves code that is inherently serial and a fraction f that
involves code that is infinitely parallelizable with no scheduling overhead.
 Let T be the total execution time of the program using a single processor, then
the speedup using a parallel processor with N processors that fully exploits the
parallel portion of the program is as follows:


Speedup =
Time to execute
Serial portion on
Single processor

Time to execute program on a single processor
___________________________________
Time to execute program on N parallel processors

T(1-f) + Tf
__________
T(1-f) + Tf / N

=

Time to execute serial
Portion on multiple
processors
=

1
______
(1-f) + f/N

=

T(1-f +f)
______
T[(1-f) + f/N]
Time to execute parallel
Portion on single processor

Time to execute parallel
Portion on N processors

Amdahl’s Law [1]


The two important conclusions can be drawn:
◦ When f is small, the use of parallel processors has little effect
◦ As N approaches infinity, speedup is bound by 1/(1-f), so
that there are diminishing returns for using more processors

Benchmarks




A benckmark suit is a collection of programs, defined in high level language, that together
attempt to provide a representative test of computer in particular application or system
program area.
The best known such collection of benchmark suits is defined and maintained by the System
Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) an industry consortium. SPEC performance
measurements are widely used for comparison and research purposes



E.g., SPEC CPU 2006: Consists of 17 floating point programs and 12 integer programs written
in C and C++. The suit contains over three million lines of code.



SPEC uses two fundamental matrics
◦
◦



Speed Matric
Rate Matric

Speed Matric: Measures the ability of a computer to complete a single task. SPEC defines a
base runtime for each benchmark program using a reference machine. Results for a system
under test are reported as the ratio of the reference runtime to the system run time.

T

refi
ri = ______

Tsuti

Where Trefi is the execution time of benchmark program
i on the reference system and Tsutiis the execution time of
benchmark program i on system under test.

An overall performance measure for the system under test is calculated by averaging
the values for ratios for all 12 integer benchmarks.



SPEC specifies the use of geometric mean
rG = (∏ ri )1/n
For i =1 to n

Where ri is the ratio for the ith benchmark
Program.

As an example, consider the SunBlade6250 system. Twelve benchmark programs from
SPEC2006 are made to execute on the system. One of these benchmark programs
is 464.h264ref.
The sun system executes this program in 934 seconds. The reference implementation
Requires 22135 seconds. The ratio is calculated as 22135/934=23.7
Larger the ratio higher the speed.
For all 12 benchmark programs SPEC integer speed ratios are reproduced below:
400.Perlbench

17.5

458.5jeng

17.0

401.bzip2

14.0

462.libquantum 31.3

403.Gcc

13.7

464.h264ref

23.7

445.Gobmk

14.7

471.Omnetpp

9.23

456.Hmmer

18.6

473.Aster

10.9

483.Xalan

14.7



The speed matric is calculated by taking
twelfth root of the product of ratios:
= (17.5 x 14 x ....... 10.9 x 14.7)1/12
= 18.5
r G= 18.5

Rate Matric
The rate matric measures the throughput or rate of a
machine carrying out a number of tasks.
 Multiple copies of the benchmarks are run
simultaneously. Typically, the number of copies is the
same as the number of processors on the machine.
 A ratio is used to report results.


Nx T

refi
ri = ________
Tsuti

Where Trefi is the reference execution time For
benchmark i,
N is the number of copies of program that are run
simultaneously
Tsuti Is the elapsed time from the start of the execution of
the program on all N Processors of the system under
test until the completion of all the copies of the program



Again a Geometric mean is calculated to determine
the overall performance measure

Thank You

